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 Section 1 

Introduction
In the world of socIal medIa, Facebook reigns 
supreme. It owns the largest user base, commands 
the most attention, and often delivers the strongest 
results to advertisers. There’s a reason 23 percent  
of U.S. digital ad spending—which nets out to $25  
billion—is projected to go to Facebook in 2018.1 

But its story, like that of so many Silicon Valley  
institutions, is one of consistent pivots. The “adapt 
or die” mindset has defined Facebook’s growth and 
will continue to define its future. This was always the 
case, but recent events have exacerbated the issue. As 
a result, Facebook has implemented some of its most 
significant changes in recent history.

One of the forces propelling change is a demand for 
better data security. In light of the Cambridge Analytica 
scandal, where data from more than 85 million users 
was harvested and illegally sold to political groups, the 
company has faced significant PR backlash as well as a 
government inquiry. 

In response, Facebook issued a flurry of changes 
to its user interface, privacy settings, and API. This 
process is ongoing, but the outcome is clear: By 
giving users more control of their data, including 
the ability to delete it, Facebook is weakening its 
own targeting capabilities. As a result, paid media 
on the platform will become less efficient, but the 
extent of the impact is unknown and could very 
well be minimal. More importantly, the loss of some 
targeting functions should not fundamentally alter a 
brand's Facebook strategy.

The other force compelling change—despite receiving 
less news coverage—actually does have immediate 
implications. In Q4 of 2017, Facebook revealed that  
for the first time in history, it lost daily active users2  
in North America. 

The drop from 185 million users to 184 million users 
hardly makes a dent in Facebook’s dominance, but a 
downturn in the network’s top market was something it 
had to address quickly. CEO Mark Zuckerberg wasted no 
time, announcing in January 20183 that the goal of the 
News Feed algorithm had shifted from serving “relevant 
content” to generating “meaningful social interactions.” 

On the surface, that sounds like semantics, but the 

scope of the change is tremendous. For years, Facebook 
told advertisers to ignore organic engagement. Now it 
has moved back the goal posts, returning Facebook to 
an era where organic reactions, comments, and shares 
are key objectives. In doing so—presumably—it hopes 
to restore the quality of time spent on the network.

For brands, the question then becomes obvious.  
What is the best approach for driving meaningful 
engagement? That is what we set out to understand. 

The first half of this paper contains our findings on 
post types and attributes. The second half contains a 
qualitative analysis of top performers. Taken together, 
these insights provide a clear sense of how brands 
should pivot to the new environment.

After all, “adapt or die” applies to everyone.
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 Section 2 

Methodology
facebook doesn’t offer explIcIt condItIons 
for “meanIngful engagement,” but it does  
provide several clues. In January, the network’s 
Head of News Feed, Adam Mosseri,4 explained that 
posts will show higher if they “inspire back-and-
forth discussion in the comments” or if they are 
things people “want to share and react to.” 

When he first announced the update, Zuckerberg  
also stressed the idea of connection. To paraphrase 
slightly, he said that the goal of the update is to  

“help people connect with each other.” Reactions are 
strong endorsements, but they don’t connect users to  
communities like comments and shares do.

Building off that insight, we set out to determine  
what kind of branded content best delivered on these 
metrics. For our sample, we pulled all public Facebook 
posts published in 2017 by the 100 most valuable 
brands in the United States.5  

Our next step was calculating a “meaningful score,” 
which required more than tallying each post’s total 
comments and shares. Those numbers are heavily 

influenced by reach, which in turn is heavily influenced 
by audience size and ad spend. If we measured total 
comments and shares, we would find some of the posts 
we’re looking for, but we would also find many posts 
that simply had large budgets behind them. To control 
for the spend variable—along with factors such as 
negative comments, small samples, and “engagement 
bait”—we created a formula that weighs 11 separate 
social signals, including volume metrics such as total 
engagements and ratio metrics such as comments and 
shares per reaction. The output of that formula became 
a “quality score” for meaningful interaction.

With the formula in place, we categorized and 
scored all 20,904 posts in our sample. We then 
ran the posts through rigorous analysis to determine 
what factors were statistically significant in generating 
meaningful engagement, with a significance level 
defined as p ≤ 0.05.

From those findings, we developed a blueprint for  
success in the updated News Feed.

Figure 2
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 Section 3 

Strategic Takeaways

The distribution of quality scores on all branded 
content is right-skewed.

In short, this means that relative to top performers, the overwhelming majority of 

branded posts struggle to generate comments and shares. 

However, it also means that we can learn a great deal from the one percent of posts 

that succeed. If the odds are stacked against branded content, which appears to be 

the case, it’s imperative for marketers to find an edge wherever possible.

To find that edge, we isolated select factors and tested them for statistical significance. 

Of the few that were statistically significant, three stood out as particularly actionable.

The following subsections explore those factors in depth.
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Facebook has not been shy about pushing video.  
In February,6  Zuckerberg called it a “mega trend,” 
comparing the rise of video to that of mobile. He  
previously predicted 7  that by 2020, the network 
would be mostly video—only to be outdone by one of 
his vice presidents, who said it would be all video.8 

Which is why it surprised so many when, as part of  
announcing the News Feed update, Zuckerberg  
connected video with passive consumption and implied 
it was “not so good.” This felt like a complete reversal.  
Engagements were the metric of the old Facebook, 
when image posts and status updates greatly  
outnumbered videos. As the News Feed evolved to  
prioritize attention over engagement, video became 
more important. Now that the News Feed has returned 
to engagement, does it also mean a shift away from video? 

Quite the opposite. Like all content, video will be  
penalized when passively consumed and rewarded  
when meaningfully engaged with. But our numbers 
suggest that despite Zuckerberg’s phrasing, video is 
not inherently tied to passive consumption. It drives 
the highest average quality score of any content type, 
exceeding image and link posts by 47 and 18  
percent, respectively.

Since our quality score reflects posts’ ability to 
generate social interaction, this strongly implies 
that video will succeed in the new environment.  
It allows brands to communicate ideas in a different, 
more complex way than other formats do. When 
done right, this encourages users to comment and 
share at high rates.

What’s less visible from Figure 4 is that each content 
type, including images, has a notable share of top 
performers. In fact, of the top 100 quality scores, more 
than 25 percent were image posts.

Each of these content types is capable of generating 
high levels of social interaction. But in general, brands 
should add video to their content mix to build more 
meaningful engagement.

 Section 3.1 - content type
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Within Facebook’s push for more video, one specific 
format has stood out. “The big decision we made 
was to shift a lot of our video efforts to focus on live, 
because it is this emerging new format,” Zuckerberg 
said in 2016.9  “Not the kind of videos that have been 
online for the past five or ten years.”

On the surface, this update would seem to further  
benefit live videos, which are designed to drive  
real-time comments and interaction. Mosseri 
specifically mentioned this after the update, citing 
data that says live videos, on average, generate six 
times as many interactions as regular videos.

However, brands have seen mixed results from live 
video, due in part to the logistics of promoting them. 
One could argue that even if live remains a priority, 
it’s intended more for publishers and influencers with 
large organic followings than advertisers.

To test that, we isolated all 370 live videos from our 
sample and compared their scores to those of non-live 
videos. The results were generally positive, with 30 
percent of live videos scoring above 0.50, compared 
to 18 percent of non-live videos. The p value of our 
experiment (0.02)  also indicates strong evidence that 
live video has a positive effect. 

But despite the strong overall performance, live  
video also proved less consistent. One in five live 
videos scored below 0.14, compared to one in 10  
non-live videos. This variance reflects the mixed 
results brands have seen from the format. 

In sum, the News Feed update will generally reward 
live video, but turning all videos live is a risky strategy. 
Brands should consider trying more live video, 
but only if they’re careful about when, where, 
how, and why they execute.

 Section 3.2 - Live video
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Conventional wisdom holds that Facebook videos 
must be short—that the audience lacks the attention 
span for anything longer than 15-30 seconds. Face-
book’s own documentation10 instructs businesses to 
make “short videos that get [their] message across 
quickly.” Because of this, marketers often put hard 
caps on video length, typically at well below a minute.

But in the past year, some of Facebook’s decisions 
have suggested a shift toward longer video. Among 
those decisions were:

  Launching and heavily investing11 in Facebook  
Watch, an episodic video hub that operates more like 
a television network—or YouTube—than advertising.

 Announcing that mid-roll ads could only be run  
on videos exceeding three minutes,12 where  
previous tests set the minimum at 90 seconds.

 Reporting on cost per 10-second video view  
as a default, rather than the previous three.

Based on our numbers, the News Feed update is 
another (albeit smaller) of these decisions. Not 
because it favors long video, but simply because it 
doesn’t favor short video. The correlation coefficient 
between video length and quality score is 0.1, which 
indicates a very weak relationship. Videos of all 
lengths find equal success driving social interaction—
and if anything, longer video performs slightly better.

Figure 6 expands on this, and also includes the share of 
videos at different lengths. More than half of branded 
videos run 30 seconds or less, and more than 70 per-
cent run a minute or less. However, those videos drive 
slightly worse social interaction than the 30 percent of 
videos running longer than a minute. Quality score is 
highest on videos that run over a minute and up to 3 
minutes, 30 seconds, at which point it drops off.

 Section 3.3 - video LengthS

The difference in quality score is minor, but it’s enough 
to disprove the notion that Facebook videos must 
be short. When Facebook tells businesses to make 
short videos, it should be read with regard to business 
actions such as link clicks and ad recall. On videos 
designed to drive those actions, shorter is still likely 
better—but on videos designed to drive social  
engagement, brands should take as much time as the 
story they’re telling requires.

In this way, “optimizing for social” has less to 
do with length and more to do with speed. The 
most important thing is getting into your story quickly, 
acknowledging that Facebook is an opt-in environment 
where users decide in nanoseconds what to engage 
with. As long as the content hooks them, they are will-
ing to spend time consuming and interacting.

Frequency and Quality Score 
by Video Length*

 VIdeo length   share of VIdeos   aVg QualIty score

 0:01-0:15   31%   0.30

 0:16-0:30   20%   0.33

 0:31-1:00   20%   0.37

 1:01-1:30   10%   0.40

 1:31-2:00   7%   0.40

 2:01-2:30   5%   0.40

 2:31-3:00   3%   0.40

 3:01-3:30   1%   0.42

 > 3:30   3%   0.35

Figure 6 *Non-Live Video Only
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 Section 4 

Content Takeaways
In analyzIng the content Itself–searching for 
qualitative trends related to social interaction—it  
became clear that brands in certain industries  
function differently than others.

Specifically, brands from Entertainment and Food 
& Drink verticals play by different rules. This makes 
intuitive sense: A beloved fast food chain engages its 
audience one way, while a telecom company engages 
its audience in another, very different way. Because 
of that, we split our qualitative analysis into groups 
according to industry type:

  Type 1: Entertainment, Food & Drink 

 Type 2: All Other Industries

In terms of performance, both groups are similar. 
As shown in Figure 9 (see next page), Type 1 brands 
drive slightly higher social interaction, but the 
difference is statistically insignificant.

The real difference comes in how they engage their 
audiences. To see this, we analyzed the 150 posts 
from each industry type with the highest quality scores 
and separated content into categories. The results 

from that sample show a clear operational divergence.

Type 1 brands cluster around three major categories: 
Product Launch, Internet Culture, and Promo/Giveaway.

  product launch refers to the introduction 
or announcement of something new. For 
Entertainment brands, this often refers to movie and 
television trailers. For Food & Drink brands,  
it often refers to menu items or flavors.

 Internet culture refers to content that leverages  
proven internet favorites (memes, parodies, 
throwbacks, etc.). It allows brands to speak in the 
language of the audience, which often runs the risk of 
pandering or “trying too hard,” but Type 1 brands are 
able to minimize backlash. 

 promo/gIVeaway refers to posts that announce or 
feature a deal or event. This is especially effective 
for Food & Drink brands. Posts are often simple and 
straightforward, using bright colors and loud copy 
to capture attention.

 content category total    type 1 brands type 2 brands

 Product Launch 24%  

 Promo / Giveaway 14%   
 Internet Culture 13%  

 Corporate Responsibility 11%  

 Behind the Scenes 10%  

 Product Experimentation 8%  

 Thought Leadership 6%  

 Housekeeping 5%  

 Service Branding 5%  

 Sponsorship & Partnership 3%  

 Job Application 1%  
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 Section 4

The success of these categories, which comprise more 
than 80% of Type 1 brands’ top performers, is fueled 
by a level of excitement that doesn’t always exist for 
Type 2 brands. Every new Netflix trailer or Chipotle 
promotion is welcomed by an eager, active audience. 

This is where Type 2 brands differ. With less baked-in 
excitement surrounding everything they do, their best 
posts are forced to create, rather than simply engage 
with, compelling narratives. They have to work a little 
harder, which leads to less clustering and a more 
diverse toolkit. 

Behind-the-Scenes, Corporate Responsibility,  
and Thought Leadership were the most common  

categories among top performers, but none exceeded 
17 percent of the sample. And even within those 
categories, there is significant variance with regard to 
content approach. Behind-the-Scenes, for example, 
includes approaches as different as project case 
studies, employee profiles, and timelapse footage of 
product assembly.

For examples on how each category comes to life,  
plus analysis and thought starters for your own brand, 
skip ahead to Sections 5 and 6.

TYPE 1
Entertainment, Food & Drink

TYPE 2
All Other Industries

Figure 8
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Category  
Product Launch

PubliC PerformanCe  
44,171 Engagements  
63% Reactions 
09% Comments 
28% Shares

Video length  
1:05

Click to View

 Section 5

Netflix  

Monthly Release Videos
Summary  Rather than a trailer to preview one new release, 
this video aggregates all new releases for the upcoming 
month. It opens with an intro card—”How to Netflix in 
February”—and then rolls a short clip for each show or 
movie. Titles are arranged chronologically by release date, 
which are clearly displayed using on-screen text in the video.

Why it WorkS Netflix has managed to make its release 
schedule newsworthy. This post leans into that insight, 
reporting new titles as straightforward facts the same way 
editorial publishers would. From a tactical level, the intro 
card delivers a clear, compelling headline that tells users 
what to expect—but only runs for 1-2 seconds. The video then 
gets straight into the action, cutting quickly between titles so 
that it never runs out of steam.

thought Starter What are your brand’s most 
newsworthy upcoming announcements? Can they 
be packaged into a forward-looking post that builds 
excitement?

https://www.facebook.com/netflixus/videos/10154305396203870/
https://www.facebook.com/netflixus/videos/10154305396203870/
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Category  
Product Launch

PubliC PerformanCe  
71,784 Engagements  
52% Reactions 
11% Comments 
37% Shares

Video length  
0:42

Click to View

Introducing Pie Tops
Summary  With dramatic music blaring in the background, 
this video introduces a new pair of smart shoes—Pie Tops—
that can order delivery pizza from from Pizza Hut. Features 
of the shoe are introduced one-by-one, with on-screen text 
supporting relevant footage. Post copy reads, “Shoes that 
order pizza. Seriously.”, as a way of assuring viewers that 
this is not just a prank.

Why it WorkS This video straddles the line between three 
content categories: Product Launch, Promo/Giveaway, and 
Internet Culture. Stock of the shoes was limited, but actual 
sales were beside the point. The idea of this incredible prod-
uct, combined with the self-aware post copy, provides a 
sense of awe when users realize the product is real.

thought Starter Even if you can’t launch an over-the-
top product like Pie Tops, consider ways to build suspense 
through content. Can you set up a premise that keeps 
people guessing, then offers a fulfilling resolution?

 Section 5

Pizza Hut

https://www.facebook.com/pizzahutus/videos/10154702590847415/
https://www.facebook.com/pizzahutus/videos/10154702590847415/
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Category  
Internet Culture

PubliC PerformanCe  
470,781 Engagements  
41% Reactions 
09% Comments 
50% Shares

Video length  
0:16

Click to View

 Section 5

Disney  

Beloved  
Character Memes
Summary  This short, looping video features four scenes 
from the movie Lilo & Stitch. Each shows the character 
Stitch doing something emotive, which is packaged into a 
meme titled “My 4 Moods.” This is one of a series of similar 
memes that Disney cuts from movie footage.

Why it WorkS Memes are the language of the Internet. 
Their usage can be polarizing, but it’s hard to deny their viral 
potential on social. Disney has the luxury of owning a ton 
of proprietary footage, which allows them to create memes 
from scratch instead of recycling them. This helps the con-
tent feel a little more polished, creative, and unique.

thought Starter Scan through the archive of footage 
your brand owns or has rights to. Can you make a relatable 
meme that connects with your audience?

https://www.facebook.com/Disney/videos/10154837545230954/
https://www.facebook.com/Disney/videos/10154837545230954/
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Category  
Internet Culture

PubliC PerformanCe  
130,092 Engagements  
26% Reactions 
03% Comments 
71% Shares

Video length  
0:19

Click to View

 Section 5

Universal

Movie Throwbacks
Summary  To celebrate the anniversary of The Breakfast 
Club, Universal posted a short but memorable clip from 
the movie. This is one of a series of similar posts that 
performed well.

Why it WorkS People love nostalgia. This post has no 
CTA, no new content, and offers no unique commentary. 
It just takes advantage of “throwback” culture to show 
people something they love. Seeing the clip transports 
them to the first time they saw it, and seeing the debut year 
allows them to marvel at the passage of time. In both cases, 
it makes them feel something.

thought Starter Scan through the archive of footage 
your brand owns or has rights to—including old photos 
from company history. On dates that apply to the most 
engaging assets, post them as throwbacks on Facebook.

https://www.facebook.com/universalstudiosentertainment/videos/10154088598786086/
https://www.facebook.com/universalstudiosentertainment/videos/10154088598786086/
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Category  
Internet Culture

PubliC PerformanCe  
1,711 Engagements  
38% Reactions 
52% Comments 
10% Shares

Video length  
63:55

Click to View

 Section 5

KFC 

Space Launch Parody
Summary  In this live video, KFC attempts to launch a 
chicken sandwich into space. Produced in the style of 
NASA launches, the live stream is mostly build-up, with 
52 minutes of pre-launch messaging that says the event 
should start shortly. In fact, the video stops before the 
sandwich actually reaches space—presumably because  
of production difficulties.

Why it WorkS Type 1 brands like KFC have the luxury of 
doing pure publicity stunts; they can lean into the weirder 
elements of Internet Culture without being accused of “trying 
too hard.” And because of how unique the concept was, the 
52 minutes of pre-launch likely helped generate excitement 
and build an audience. Despite the lackluster payoff, the 
ambition and approach of this video got people talking.

thought Starter Explore outside your industry for 
popular content trends. For each one, ask if there’s  
away to incorporate your brand into a parody.

https://www.facebook.com/KFC/videos/10154558162781560/
https://www.facebook.com/KFC/videos/10154558162781560/
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Category  
Promo/Giveaway

PubliC PerformanCe  
7,868 Engagements  
46% Reactions 
30% Comments 
24% Shares

Video length  
–

Click to View

 Section 5

McDonald’s 

Printed Poster 
Giveaway
Summary This image builds awareness for a limited-time 
offer on dipping sauce-inspired posters. The photo itself is 
artistic, featuring an explosion of colors and sauces alongside 
chicken tenders. Post copy opens with an all-caps call to 
action, which includes both emojis and exclamation points.

Why it WorkS The giveaway works because the posters 
are unique and McDonald’s has a passionate audience. The 
post works because it stands out, using eye-catching colors 
and loud copy to grab attention. For unique, engaging 
initiatives, Type 1 brands can rely on the message to be the 
hero. The content succeeds just by stopping thumbs from 
scrolling, then letting the promo/giveaway do the rest.

thought Starter Before your next promo/giveaway, 
predict how excited your audience will be about it: low, 
medium, or high. If low or medium, create content that 
builds the promotion up. If high, create content with the 
express goal of grabbing attention.

https://www.facebook.com/McDonaldsUS/photos/a.10150319191897014.332821.50245567013/10154967001637014/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/McDonaldsUS/photos/a.10150319191897014.332821.50245567013/10154967001637014/?type=3&theater
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Category  
Product Experimentation

PubliC PerformanCe  
2,967 Engagements  
42% Reactions 
20% Comments 
38% Shares

Video length  
0:46

Click to View

 Section 5

Coca-Cola 

DIY Eclipse Viewer
Summary Before last year’s solar eclipse, Coca-Cola 
created a video showing users how to transform its box 
into an eclipse viewer. The video is produced in the style of 
popular Facebook content—like a recipe video for DIY crafts. 
On-screen text narrates each step, enabling the video to be 
consumed without sound.

Why it WorkS In some ways, Coca-Cola got lucky; 
turning boxes into eclipse viewers was a trend that began 
organically. However, the brand deserves credit for being 
nimble and capitalizing. The eclipse was an important 
social moment, and Coca-Cola found a way to naturally add 
value. It joined a conversation where it actually belonged, 
which resulted in positive engagement.

thought Starter Engage in social listening to see how 
people experiment with your product. If something strikes 
you, consider turning it into content.

https://www.facebook.com/CocaColaUnitedStates/videos/1696922120340495/
https://www.facebook.com/CocaColaUnitedStates/videos/1696922120340495/
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Category  
Product Experimentation

PubliC PerformanCe  
18,955 Engagements  
47% Reactions 
29% Comments 
24% Shares

Video length  
–

Click to View

 Section 5

Taco Bell

Brand-Inspired 
Makeup
Summary Taco Bell collaborated with an influencer 
(presumably), who tweeted a picture of a brand-inspired 
makeup look. Using that as a springboard, it asked the 
community to share their own Taco Bell makeup creations. 
From the influx of UGC, they aggregated 13 favorites into a 
listicle, then drove there with a Facebook link post.

Why it WorkS Taco Bell has an expert understanding of 
its audience. Knowing that people who love Taco Bell really 
love Taco Bell, it creates content specifically for superfans. 
It can rely on people to submit UGC of brand-inspired 
makeup, which for most brands would be an impossible 
request. Once the UGC is curated, it also relies on fans to 
comment and share with their communities, which can 
serve as an important endorsement.

thought Starter Does your brand have superfans?  
If so, create content specifically for and about them.

https://www.facebook.com/tacobell/posts/10155734406694697
https://www.facebook.com/tacobell/posts/10155734406694697
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Category  
Corporate Responsibility

PubliC PerformanCe  
13,094 Engagements  
36% Reactions 
03% Comments 
61% Shares

Video length  
2:58

Click to View

 Section 5

Burger King

Anti-Bullying 
Social Experiment
Summary With hidden cameras rolling, Burger King 
arranged for teen actors to bully a classmate (a high 
school junior) in one of their locations. They also have an 
employee “bully” a  junior cheeseburger by punching it 
into pieces before serving it. Footage shows that almost 
no patrons step in to help the high school junior, but many 
stand up to complain about their Whopper Jr.. However, 
the video ends on a positive note, showing the few brave 
patrons who do step up to help the high schooler.

Why it WorkS This video sends a strong message about 
the bystander effect. Because so few patrons help the  
high schooler, it communicates the severity of the bullying  
epidemic by showing rather than telling. The footage is 
painful to watch—but must be to make an impact. The 
result is what feels like an earnest commitment to bullying 
prevention, rather than PR-speak.

thought Starter To socialize corporate responsibility, 
don’t just explain the issue. Find evocative ways to show 
the issue in action.

https://www.facebook.com/burgerking/videos/1912920368721290/
https://www.facebook.com/burgerking/videos/1912920368721290/
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Category  
Behind-the-Scenes

PubliC PerformanCe  
2,253 Engagements  
52% Reactions 
20% Comments 
28% Shares

Video length  
3:04

Click to View

 Section 5

Dominos

Self-Driving Delivery
Summary In this live video, a Domino’s executive offers  
a sneak peek at a self-driving delivery vehicle. The brand  
has developed the prototype in partnership with Ford, 
whose branding is also prominently featured. The 
executive walks viewers through all the unique features of 
the vehicle, then shows how the pizza would be delivered 
by unlocking a window.

Why it WorkS This video straddles the line between 
three content categories: Behind-the-Scenes, Thought 
Leadership, and Sponsorships & Partnerships. That it 
contains many different elements helps its performance. 
But more than anything, the post works because it shows 
something new and innovative. A peek behind the curtain 
at what might be next—even if it’s not completely ready—
typically meets a receptive audience.

thought Starter What are the biggest projects your 
company has in the pipeline? Even if they aren’t ready,  
can you offer a glimpse to get users excited?

https://www.facebook.com/Dominos/videos/10150923418289957/
https://www.facebook.com/Dominos/videos/10150923418289957/
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Category  
Behind-the-Scenes

PubliC PerformanCe  
4,729 Engagements  
51% Reactions 
08% Comments 
41% Shares

Video length  
1:43

Click to View

 Section 6

UPS 

Drone Delivery Test
Summary In this video, UPS introduces behind-the-scenes 
tests it has run using drone delivery. On-screen text narrates 
while a test drone takes to the sky and delivers a package, 
then returns to the truck from where it originated. Narration 
explains the benefits of drone delivery, which will save time 
and miles in rural areas with more spread out stops.

Why it WorkS The video introduces exciting technology—
but more important, it puts that technology into action. 
Seeing the drone launch from the top of the truck and 
return, rather than just hearing about it, makes the project 
feel real and accessible. It also results in unique, stunning 
aerial footage, which stands out in the News Feed. The use 
of text to narrate is a social optimization that allows users 
to watch with the sound off.

thought Starter What are the biggest projects your 
company has in the pipeline? What are unique ways to 
demonstrate and film their potential?

https://www.facebook.com/ups/videos/1554301017917529/
https://www.facebook.com/ups/videos/1554301017917529/
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Category  
Behind-the-Scenes

PubliC PerformanCe  
10,721 Engagements  
55% Reactions 
03% Comments 
42% Shares

Video length  
2:01

Click to View

 Section 6

IBM   

Assembling  
a Mainframe
Summary This video shows the construction of an IBM 
Z Mainframe. The catch? It is all done through timelapse, 
taking place in just two minutes. Post copy frames the 
video like a challenge, like a race against the clock. It ends  
on a hero image of the finished product.

Why it WorkS Assembling a piece of hardware is 
inherently mundane. IBM uses a visual effect to make 
the mundane interesting. Distilling the assembly to 120 
seconds, and clearly explaining that timing in the post copy, 
draws people in by making the content digestible. It also 
gives people the satisfaction of having learned something—
without asking them to sweat the details. This is similar to 
viral recipe videos, which also use visual effects and video 
editing to show how a product is assembled.

thought Starter List out the products your company 
produces—even if they’re intangible. What is the best way 
to film how each product is assembled?

https://www.facebook.com/IBM/videos/1429993950424216/
https://www.facebook.com/IBM/videos/1429993950424216/
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Category  
Behind-the-Scenes

PubliC PerformanCe  
31,895 Engagements  
47% Reactions 
02% Comments 
51% Shares

Video length  
2:34

Click to View

 Section 6

GE  

Superlative  
Employee Profile
Summary The video opens with a man holding patents to 
the camera. In each shot, he holds a different framed patent, 
explaining what it’s for. At the 15-second mark, he says “Only 
two people within GE have more patents than I do. One is 
Thomas Edison.” The next two minutes are an interview and 
profile of the man, AJ Kumar, and his legacy at GE.

Why it WorkS AJ Kumar is not a household name, but the 
video wastes no time showing why he’s important. The rapid 
succession of patents and the anecdote about Thomas Edison 
both occur before the title card, quickly investing users in the 
story. From there, the fact that Kumar isn’t famous actually 
works to the video’s benefit. People share because they think 
he deserves more credit, and they want to chip in.

thought Starter Who are your most exceptional—
yet under-the-radar—employees? This applies to both 
professional and personal accomplishments. What is the 
best way to socialize their stories?

https://www.facebook.com/GE/videos/1501736743227948/
https://www.facebook.com/GE/videos/1501736743227948/
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Category  
Corporate Responsibility

PubliC PerformanCe  
640 Engagements  
46% Reactions 
06% Comments 
48% Shares

Video length  
2:21

Click to View

 Section 6

State Farm

Neighborhood of Good
Summary This video tells the story of Jenny DePaul, 
founder of Project KIND, an organization that supports 
those experiencing homelessness. As part of the profile, she 
mentions that she often takes on so many donations that 
they overflow her home. To contribute, State Farm reveals 
that it has purchased a new storage building and placed it in 
her backyard, so Jenny and her family can have their home 
back. It ends with a call to action to visit NeighborofGood.
com, which features more stories as part of this campaign.

Why it WorkS Even though it’s branded content, this 
video tells the story of a person. It is not about State Farm 
patting itself on the back. After investing the audience in 
Jenny and her mission, State Farm then finds a natural entry 
point, revealing that it donated the storage building. That it 
gave Jenny something specific and meaningful—a callback 
to her story rather than money—positioned the brand as 
authentic and deeply interested.

thought Starter What social causes does your brand 
give back to? Surprise and delight real people involved  
with—or affected by—those causes.

https://www.facebook.com/statefarm/videos/10154925203906890/
https://www.facebook.com/statefarm/videos/10154925203906890/
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Category  
Corporate Responsibility

PubliC PerformanCe  
174,215 Engagements  
08% Reactions 
01% Comments 
91% Shares

Video length  
–

Click to View

 Section 6

Kroger  

Share to Donate
Summary In the aftermath of Hurricane Harvey, Kroger 
posted this image and promised to donate $5 to a local 
food bank for every share. The image itself includes the CTA, 
which is large enough to be clearly digested but does not 
violate the 20% text rule for promotion.

Why it WorkS Facebook demotes “engagement bait” that 
goads users into certain actions, but posts that raise money  
for charity are exempt. This is a tried-and-true method 
of driving engagement, which succeeds with even simple 
content, such as this image post. It also allows the community 
to feel as if they played a role in helping, which makes their 
time on Facebook—and with the brand—time well spent.

thought Starter What causes and organizations does 
your audience care about? How can you use social sharing 
to allow them to contribute?

https://www.facebook.com/Kroger/photos/a.375452038217.156386.60686173217/10155185002808218/?type=3
https://www.facebook.com/Kroger/photos/a.375452038217.156386.60686173217/10155185002808218/?type=3
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Category  
Thought Leadership

PubliC PerformanCe  
190 Engagements  
34% Reactions 
10% Comments 
56% Shares

Video length  
1:03

Click to View

 Section 6

Progressive  

Decoding Car Tires
Summary In “Did You Know?” fashion, the video opens 
by explaining that the numbers on your car tire mean 
something. They aren’t just random gibberish or ID 
numbers; they’re a guide to the purpose, specs, and 
abilities of your tires. The rest of the video explains what 
each letter and number mean.

Why it WorkS This video succeeds by going narrow. The 
content itself isn’t flashy, so the subject of the video becomes 
the hero. It’s something people have seen and maybe 
wondered about but haven’t made the effort to research. 
Finding those subjects, then explaining them clearly and 
simply, is a good way for brands to offer value.

thought Starter What is your industry’s “car tire code?” 
Identify a list of possibilities, then narrow them down to 
your favorites and educate the audience.

https://www.facebook.com/progressive/videos/10155441288009139/
https://www.facebook.com/progressive/videos/10155441288009139/
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Category  
Thought Leadership

PubliC PerformanCe  
225 Engagements  
35% Reactions 
21% Comments 
44% Shares

Video length  
–

Click to View

 Section 6

Verizon  

STEM Jobs  
of the Future
Summary A very simple listicle link post. The visual 
appears to be a stock photo, but the headline reads 
compellingly: “16 awesome STEM jobs of the future.”  
The post copy and URL tie the article to a campaign called 

“We Need More,” where Verizon has pledged to provide  
free tech, access, and hands-on immersive learning in 
STEM for students in need.

Why it WorkS As a contrast to the Progressive example 
(Page 28), this post succeeds by going broad. It aggregates 
thoughts on a compelling headline that applies to a wide 
audience. Thought leadership performs best when it is either  
very broad or very narrow, instead of a little of both. This 
post would be less engaging if it was “10 Reasons App 
Developer is the Best STEM Job of the Future.”

thought Starter What are you industry's jobs of the 
future? What other high-level questions can you answer by 
aggregating many ideas?

https://www.facebook.com/verizon/posts/10158674333905123
https://www.facebook.com/verizon/posts/10158674333905123
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Category  
Product Experimentation

PubliC PerformanCe  
198 Engagements  
38% Reactions 
01% Comments 
61% Shares

Video length  
–

Click to View

 Section 6

Adobe  

Digital Mosaic
Summary This album post contains images of beautiful, 
evocative art created by a professional visual designer.  
To create them, he worked in two of Adobe’s products, 
Photoshop and Illustrator. The post copy links to a 
website with more information, including links to 
purchase limited edition signed prints.

Why it WorkS Adobe sells its brand message passively. 
The post is about the art and the artist, which makes it 
feel like non-branded viral content. But for those who are 
gripped by the story, it becomes clear that what makes this 
art unique is that it’s digital; that the whole thing can be 
designed in Adobe. In this way, Adobe both inspires and 
enables artistic expression.

thought Starter Identify artists and influencers with 
styles your brand wants to evoke. Reach out and discuss 
collaborations that tie your products to artistic expression.

https://www.facebook.com/Adobe/photos/a.10155249717148871.1073742265.305115773870/10155249717883871/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/Adobe/photos/a.10155249717148871.1073742265.305115773870/10155249717883871/?type=3&theater
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Category  
Internet Culture

PubliC PerformanCe  
2,949 Engagements  
48% Reactions 
05% Comments 
47% Shares

Video length  
2:36

Click to View

 Section 6

FedEx

Musical Beat Video
Summary FedEx collaborated with Fresh Big Mouf, an  
influencer who makes musical beats out everyday sounds  
and objects. After introducing himself, he’s shown 
recording sounds at the FedEx SuperHub, which he then 
strings together into a melody. The melody becomes 
a song, which features lyrics sung in part by FedEx 
employees. It is objectively very catchy.

Why it WorkS On the surface, FedEx and the internet 
trend of “beat videos” are an unlikely pairing, but this 
concept finds a natural way to join them. To you, the FedEx 
SuperHub might sound like boring, industrial noise; but to 
them, it sounds like music. This demonstrates a passion for 
their craft that is truly powerful. It makes working  
with—and for—FedEx seem more fun than someone would 
expect from a logistics company.

thought Starter Curate a list of viral internet trends—
even those that seem unrelated to your industry. Challenge 
yourself to find ideas that connect them with your business.

https://www.facebook.com/FedEx/videos/1483440048367606/
https://www.facebook.com/FedEx/videos/1483440048367606/
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Category  
Internet Culture

PubliC PerformanCe  
8,855 Engagements  
52% Reactions 
17% Comments 
31% Shares

Video length  
0:28

Click to View

 Section 6

Xfinity

Minivations: 
Scaredy-Bot
Summary Part of a successful series called “Minivations,” 
this video touts a fake product called “Scaredy-Bot,” which 
is just a pair of sculpted hands attached to poles. The 

“product” detects the scariest moments in television shows, 
then covers your eyes so you don’t have to watch. This is 
demonstrated with a playful example, then ends on a card 
that describes Minivations as “Tiny tech to better your binge.”

Why it WorkS This parody video plays into the internet’s 
sensibilities. It shows that Xfinity does not take itself too 
seriously and has a sense of humor about binge-watching. 
It also connects on a personal level, the same way memes 
do, by encouraging people to tag and share with friends 
who it reminds them of. Even when it comes from a telecom 
company, content that’s relatable and funny inspires action.

thought Starter What are relatable feelings that 
people in your industry—or people who use your products—
have all experienced? Is there a way to poke fun at them 
lightly, without offending anyone?

https://www.facebook.com/Xfinity/videos/10155791777469056/
https://www.facebook.com/Xfinity/videos/10155791777469056/
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Category  
Service Branding

PubliC PerformanCe  
122,383 Engagements  
41% Reactions 
02% Comments 
57% Shares

Video length  
2:00

Click to View

 Section 6

Google

The Year in Search
Summary Posted in December 2017, this video recounts 
the most popular searches of the year. The search bar 
displaying the queries is layered over relevant video clips. 
For example, the query “How to help Puerto Rico” is 
layered over footage from the aftermath of the hurricane. 
Toward the end, the queries get broader, featuring searches 
like “How to be fearless.” It ends with the tagline “Search on.”

Why it WorkS The key to successful service branding is 
showing, rather than telling, how your service helps people. 
Few tasks appear less exciting than “Googling” something, 
but this video makes it feel incredibly powerful. Search is 
positioned as a tool that connects people, that brings out 
the best in humanity. It inspires people and makes them 
feel hopeful, which they share because they want to pass it 
on to their community.

thought Starter Are there examples of real-life  
case studies, past or present, where your service profoundly 
helped people? What can you do to bring those examples 
to life?

https://www.facebook.com/Google/videos/10155966906622838/
https://www.facebook.com/Google/videos/10155966906622838/
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 Section 6 

HP 

Category  
Service Branding

PubliC PerformanCe  
2,270 Engagements  
47% Reactions 
04% Comments 
49% Shares

Video length  
3:00

Click to View

The Lunchbox Note
Summary This video tells the story of a dad who thinks 
he’s losing touch with his daughter. She’s growing up, 
becoming a teenager, and appears not to care that he put 
a photo of them in her lunchbox on the first day of school. 
Distraught that night, he walks to her room and lays in  
her bed. Above him, he sees a collage of all the pictures 
he’s printed of them, including this year’s lunchbox note,  
and smiles through his tears.

Why it WorkS HP tells a story about its service within a 
story about a person. Even though the story is scripted, it’s 
powerful enough to strike an emotional chord. Printers are 
far from passion products, but the video overcomes that by 
connecting printing with memories. Timing the post around 
back-to-school season, when the message was relevant, 
amplified its effect.

thought Starter Can your service can be used as a 
metaphor for something passionate and powerful? The 
same way HP used printing as a metaphor for memories?

https://www.facebook.com/HP/videos/10159287584485290/
https://www.facebook.com/HP/videos/10159287584485290/
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Category  
Product Launch

PubliC PerformanCe  
6,772 Engagements  
30% Reactions 
66% Comments 
04% Shares

Video length  
12:22

Click to View

 Section 6

T-Mobile 

Live Unboxing
Summary This live video shows the unboxing of a new 
T-Mobile product: the REVVL smartphone. It is hosted by 
T-Mobile Product Marketer “Askdes,” whom the company 
has helped turn into an influencer. In the video, Askdes 
addresses important features and also answers questions 
from the community. This was one of multiple unboxing 
live streams that performed well in our study.

Why it WorkS This series is a natural fit for live. Production 
costs appear low—it’s shot on a phone and does not 
include on-screen graphics—but includes enough visual 
movement to capture attention without needing sound. 
The live demonstration and Q&A format is also naturally 
suited to product launches, which lend themselves  
to many questions. In this way, it provides a genuine  
two-way resource, which the comment numbers reflect.

thought Starter What are your biggest upcoming  
product launches? Even without a literal “box,” is there a way 
to introduce them in a live forum?

https://www.facebook.com/TMobile/videos/10155573418688895/
https://www.facebook.com/TMobile/videos/10155573418688895/
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 Section 6 

Delta 

Category  
Sponsorships & Partnerships

PubliC PerformanCe  
396 Engagements  
53% Reactions 
03% Comments 
44% Shares

Video length  
–

Click to View

Silent Disco
Summary To announce a new partnership with headset 
manufacturer LSTN, Delta hosted a silent disco on one 
of its flights. The disco was DJed by Questlove, and 
allowed flyers to party in the air without making noise. 
On Facebook, this was socialized with a simple album of 
photos from the event.

Why it WorkS The content itself is simple; this post 
works because of the idea. When brands go through the 
motions and simply announce new partnerships, their lack 
of passion translates to the audience. But when brands 
embrace new partnerships as creative opportunities, they 
can make things as seemingly minor as headsets seem like 
cause for celebration.

thought Starter If you have a new partnership, 
pretend that simply announcing them is forbidden. Now 
that that’s off-limits—what else can you do? Think big, 
then scale back  as needed.

https://www.facebook.com/delta/photos/a.1674697605882748.1073741839.125472670805257/1674697872549388/?type=3
https://www.facebook.com/delta/photos/a.1674697605882748.1073741839.125472670805257/1674697872549388/?type=3
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Category  
Sponsorships & Partnerships

PubliC PerformanCe  
27,144 Engagements  
21% Reactions 
76% Comments 
03% Shares

Video length  
17:11

Click to View

 Section 6

AT&T

Interactive Flower Wall
Summary This live video streamed from Houston, the 
site of the Super Bowl, where AT&T (by virtue of owning 
DirecTV) sponsored a concert called “Super Saturday 
Night.” The concert included a performance by Taylor 
Swift, and to generate excitement, they created a wall of 
flowers surrounding popular song lyrics. In the comments, 
users were prompted to dedicate flowers to a friend. The 
friends names were then attached to flowers and posted 
to the flower wall in real time.

Why it WorkS This video uses Facebook Live strategically, 
allowing user engagement to guide on-screen behavior.  
By doing so, the content creates a deep two-way connection, 
where words can be written from thousands of miles away 
but still affect what happens in Houston, Texas. From afar, 
this helps people feel connected, important, and heard—
the best things the internet can do. It doesn’t hurt that 
there was also a Taylor Swift tie-in.

thought Starter Is your brand on-location at an event? 
Try to develop a live activation where user comments come 
to life on-screen.

https://www.facebook.com/ATT/videos/10155012602718909/
https://www.facebook.com/ATT/videos/10155012602718909/
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Type 1 Brands 
entertainment, food & drink

  Use Facebook to expand viral reach on  
product launches.

 Jump on and embrace relevant Internet trends.

 Announce promos/giveaways with eye-catching 
colors and loud copy.

 Experiment with your product ambitiously  
and creatively.

Type 2 Brands 
all other induStrieS

  Identify your most unique behind-the-scenes  
people and projects—then tell their stories.

 Create corporate responsibility content that focuses 
on the issues and the audience, not the brand.

 Share thought leadership content that either solves 
narrow problems in detail, or aggregates thoughts 
on broad ones.

 Collaborate with artists to find unique expressions 
of your product.

 Tell emotional stories that show how your service 
helps the world.

 Section 7 

Key Takeaways

All Brands

Explore Facebook Live 
activations that make 
sense for your brand.

Introduce more  
videos into your 

content mix.

Don’t shy away  
from videos with 
longer runtimes.
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